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Abstract
Pyrococcus furioThe three-dimensional X-ray structures of oxidized
the
and reduced forms of rubredoxin from
sus, determined at-161 "C, and the NMR structure
of the zinc-substituted protein, determined in solution at45 "C,
are compared. The NMR and X-ray structures,
which were determined independently, arevery similar and lead
to similar conclusions regarding the interactions that confer hyperthermostability.
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The two companion papers (this
issue: Blake et al., 1992;
Day et al., 1992) describe X-ray and NMR structure determinations of rubredoxin (Rd) from the hyperthermophilic archaebacterium Pyrococcus furiosus. X-ray
structure analyses were performed on the oxidized and
reduced forms of the protein (Rd-ox and Rd-red) at
-161 "C, and NMR studies were performed on thezincsubstituted form of the protein (Zn(Rd)) in solution at
45 " C .In this paper,we briefly compare theresults of the
X-ray and NMR structural studies.
Discussion
As indicated in Blake et al. (1992) and Day et al. (1992),
the NMR and X-ray structures o f P. furiosus Rd were
found to be conformationally
similar to the X-ray structure ofRd from the mesophile Clostridiumpasteurianum.
Thus, as expected, the X-ray structures of
P. furiosus
Rd-ox and Rd-red and theNMR structureof the Zn(Rd)
are alsosimilar to each other. Superpositionof the backReprint requests to: Michael F. Summers, Department of Chemistry
and Biochemistry, Universityof Maryland Baltimore County, Baltimore,
Maryland 21228.

bone C, Ca, and N atoms of residues Al-L51 of the
40 independently generated NMR structures (Zn(Rd))
with the X-ray structures of native
Rd-ox and Rd-red afforded pairwise root mean square(rms) deviation values
of 0.69 f 0.07 A and 0.69 f 0.06 A , respectively (Fig. 1;
Table 1; Kinemage 1). By comparison, the mean rms deviation among the same atoms of the NMR structures
alone is 0.42 k 0.07 A (with maximum and minimum rms
deviations = 0.64 A and 0.23 A,respectively), and thedeviation between the two X-ray structuresis 0.14 A. The
rms deviationsbetween these atoms of Rd-ox and Rd-red
and the mean NMR coordinates are 0.62 A and 0.63 A ,
respectively. Thus, the rms deviation of the backbone
atoms forresidues Al-LS 1 of the X-ray and NMR structures is just slightly greater (0.20 A)than the rms deviations among the NMR structures alone.
The only notable differences involving the backbone
atoms of the NMR and X-ray structures occur at the
C-terminal residues. Whereas the NMR data indicate that
residues Glu 52 and Asp 53 exist in rapid dynamic equilibrium in solution (as reflected by the high deviations
in the C a positions; Fig. 2),in crystals the conformations
of these residues are restricted due to their involvement
in lattice contacts.Even so, there is evidence for confor-
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structure of the oxidized protein. Thus the NMR findings
that these residues are conformationally labile in solution
are not unexpected and are fully compatible with the X-ray
data. Interestingly, variations in the B-values of the C a
carbons observed for the reduced protein generally parallel the C a deviations observed in the NMR structures
(Fig. 2).
The hydrophobicresidues in thecore of the NMR and
X-ray models are also packed in a similar fashion (Fig. 3;
Kinemage 2). Superposition of all heavy atoms of residues
A1-L5 1, which included external residues that are conformationally undefined in the NMR structures, afforded
pairwise rms deviation values of 1.13f 0.07 A and 1.14 k
0.06 A for Rd-ox and Rd-red, respectively. Both models
present hydrogen bonds and potentialelectrostatic inter3).
actions unique to this class ofprotein (Fig. 4; Kinemage
The surface residues canbe grouped into two categories:
those that contain hydrophobic and those that contain hydrophilic side chains. Good agreement was generally observed for the side chains of the exposed hydrophobic
residues (V4,17, I1 1, A16,123, V37,140). The only notaFig. 1. Superposition of the C, Ca,and N backbone atoms of 40 disble exceptions occurred for the &methyl groups of the
tance geometry/simulatedannealing determined(DG/SA) NMR structures of Pyrococcusfuriosus zinc-substituted rubredoxin (blue) with the Ile residues.The NMR structures generally exhibited mulX-ray structuresof the native oxidized (white) and reduced (yellow)
protiple orientations for the 6-methyl groups. Although quanteins.
titative comparisons have yet to be performed, analysis
of the back-calculated nuclear Overhauser effect spectra
mational variability at theC-terminus, because the back(NOESY) suggeststhat, forI1 1 (at least), the X-ray modbone conformationsof these residues in the oxidized and
els are more consistent withthe experimental NOESY data
reduced proteins differ slightly, the B-values for the C a
than the NMR model. Studies with 13C-labeled protein
carbons of these residues are two- to threefold larger than
could allow identification of additional side chain-side
the mean B-values (Fig. 2), and multiple side-chain conchain NOES that would define more precisely the orienformations were observed for E52 and D53 in the X-ray
tation of these methyl groups.

Table 1. Statisticsfor the NMR and X-ray structures of

Pyrococcus furiosus rubredoxina
Superpositionedresidues
Backbone atomsb
38-43
5-10,
(metal site residues)
15-26
1-14, 27-51
1-51

Mean backbone coordinatesC
5-10, 38-43 (metal site residues)
15-26
1-14, 27-51
1-51

Rd-ox
0.32
0.48
0.64
0.69

f 0.03
f 0.11
f 0.07
f 0.07

Rd-red
0.33 f 0.03
0.46 f 0.10
0.66 f 0.07
0.69 f 0.06

0.29
0.42
0.59
0.62

0.31
0.40
0.61
0.63

1.13 f 0.07

1.14 f 0.06

All heavy atomsd
1-51

a Mean pairwiserms deviation values (fSD) obtained upon superpositioningthe 40 distance geometry/simulated annealing determined(DG/SA) NMR structures with the X-ray
structures of rubredoxin (Rd)in its oxidized (Rd-ox) and reduced (Rd-red) states.
C, Ca,and N atoms of 40 DG/SA structures.
Superposition of mean C, Ca,and N coordinates of the 40 DG/SA structures.
Includes superposition of side-chain atoms that are structurally undefined in the 40
DG/SA NMR models.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the crystallographicB-values of the Ca
carbons of oxidized (A)and reduced (B)P. furiosus rubredoxin and
the standard deviation from the mean C a coordinates of the 40 DG/SA
structures of zinc-substituted rubredoxin (Zn(Rd)). Large standard deviations associated with residuesE52 and D53 reflect conformational
disorder in solution.

In general, the longer side chains of the surface hydrophilic residues (K2, K6, K28, E30, E31, K45, E47, E49,
K50) exhibited disorder in theNMR structures, and this
is due to the lack of NOE restraints for protons beyond
the Cp carbon. On thebasis of the relative orientations
of the charged surface residues observed in the NMR
structures, potential electrostatic interactions were proposed to involve (1)K6 and E49 and/or E47, (2)K45 and
E30 and/or D34, and (3) K28 and E3 1.Hydrogen bonding involving the side chains of K6:E49 and K45:F29(0)
were observed in theX-ray structures. In general, orientations for the shorter
side chains of surface hydrophilic
residues D13, D15, D18, S24, T27, D34, D35,
and S46 of
the NMR structures agreed withthe X-ray structures, the
exceptions being the undefined Oy atoms of the Ser residues. In addition, the Cy carbons of the Asp residueswere
generally undefined in the NMR structures, except for the
case ofDl3 where side-chainH-bonding was invoked. The
orientations of the T27 side chains observed by NMRand
X-ray crystallography were also in good agreement, due
to NMR restraints involving the side-chain OH proton.
In general, the hydrogen bonds identified in the NMR
structures were also observed in theX-ray structures. A
hydrogen bond between K45NH and W360was proposed

Fig. 3. Relative orientations of the hydrophobic residues of40
the
DG/SA
NMR structures of P. furiosus Zn(Rd) (gray) and the X-ray structures
of the native oxidized(red) and reduced (orange)proteins. Residues depicted includethe s k aromatic and two hydrophobicside chains of residues ofW3, Y10, Y12,123, L32, W36,
and F48. This figure was generated
by superpositioning the backbone C, Ca, and N atoms of residues
A1-L51.

in the NMR structure (on the basis of slow NH exchange
and several long-range NOES)but notin the X-ray structures. Additional hydrogen bonds identified only in the
X-ray structure include: E52N-K500 (E52appeared to be

Ala

Fig. 4. Relative orientations of the groups proposed to form hydrogen
bonds and salt bridges (green dashed lines) unique
to P.furiosus rubredoxin on the basis ofNMR and X-ray diffraction data. The display was
achievedby superpositionof the backbone C, Ca,and N atoms of residues Al-L51.
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conformationally labile at 45 "C on the basis of the NMR
data) and S460y-E470&2.
The complementarity of the two approaches is illustrated most clearly by the combined effort to structurally
characterize the Asn 21 side-chain hydrogen bond (Kinemage 4). NMR data clearly indicated that the side-chain
NHe proton of Asn 21 was involved ina hydrogen bond,
and NOE information provided solid information on the
relative orientation of the Asn 21 side-chain atoms. However, due to NHe*'proton chemical exchange, the precise
position of this side chain could not be established unambiguously. In addition, the orientation of the Asp 20
side-chain group could not be defined on the basis of NOE
data due to chemical shift degeneracy of its HP, 0'methylene protons. Thus, the side-chain carboxyl groups of
both Asp 18 and Asp 20 were found to serve as potential
H-bond acceptors for the Asn 21-NHe proton. By comparison, the electron-density data clearly indicated that
the Asp 18 side chain participates in hydrogen bonding

to the Asn 21 side chain. However, the nature of the hydrogen bond (i.e., Asp-COOH-to-Asn-CO* versus AspCOO--to-Asn-NH') cannot be established on the basis
of the diffraction data alone. Although the latter argument
is more plausible chemically, the two possibilities cannot
be experimentally distinguished in an X-ray diffraction
study, since the electron densities of the Asn N6 and O6
atoms are virtually identical. The collective data define the
hydrogen bond as Asn 21-NHe to Asp 18-C00-.
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